What has shifted in me as a result of attending the webinars on the GS Position Papers?
Inspiring
Deeper knowledge
Thinking about the integration of the PP
Greater awareness of our global connection and shared vision
To be more generous towards GS mission and courageous Be crea
Greater appreciation for the interconnectedness of issues and the need to work together as one community
Study is importanat.
Self transformation
A better knowledge of the PP and a better understanding of what they mean for me and for the mission.
Knowlede
To take ecological conversion even more seriously.
Awareness
I AM RESPONSIBLE FOR INTEGRATING THIS IN MY LIFE AND MISSION
To embrace the 6 position papers by applying it's relevance in my own context of mission with women and children.
Broadening of mind set
To risk for mission
Focus on my duty bearers
Mindset and the need to begin with self.
challenged...more prophetic in our approaches of doing ministry
For me it has brought a great Zeal and enthusiasm to commit myself to work for the empowerment of women and
children .
NOt so much as a shift but a deepening understanding of what people of goodwill should stand for...
To be aware of the rights based approach and it begins with me
To be more aware of the position paper. Some of the issues were not clear, but after attending I was able to
understand clearly
that we have a collective strength to leverage on to push for the PP
It has been a learning curve, as the Position Papers come alive through the webinars. Aim to apply what I have learnt
not only in work, but in personal life.
GS Postion paper becomes alive in my daily life and program as well
Ccnsciousness, perspective, conversion of mind heart....
deeper understanding on the position papers and change my perspective
Understanding of GS position paper
Active awareness
i have learned that the position papers are integral part of G S Mission and they are very important in the planning
and decision making for the ministries, Thank you
Awareness and affirmation that "Together we can"
Better understanding and clarity on the position paper
To take actions.
Greater understanding and more aware on how we run the implementing program/projects base on GS PP
I have a deeper understanding and appreciation of the PPs. Listening to the diverse groups from around Asia Pacific
has also helped me understand some of the context and environment that all Mission Partners operate in - all
different and all the same (if that make any sense)
Deeper understanding on the GS position paper.
I realized all the position paper are interconnected. Ecology as the focal point. We will develop programs based on
this paper with Right base approach
ego-eco and more zeal to do
From thinking micro to macro
Expand my understanding of what the PP is all about
Thank you, it is shifted me, more to take respond and useful

mission and passion
A lot. In the future, when we evaluate or start a project. These would be our guide.
i am more passion to do my mission.
my understanding of the position papers to put into practice
I feel I am connected and became more energized with the specific purpose of GS Mission.
Shift in the way I view the world and people
Since I am new in Good Shepherd, it helped me understand better GS global work and strategies
Greater awareness on the stand as RGS and the responsibility I have.
i am more aware and informed to act accordingly.
The awareness that all the position papers are primarily based on the mercy of God
My understanding on Position Paper and challenges that has to begin from ME
To be a transforming presence in my environment
Change my mindset and more understanding about 6 Positions, have motivation to move forward with the direction
of the Congregation
Documents are a very relevant guide in the day to day ministry
I have grown in the awareness of the issues that the Congregation stand for.
The Position Papers is more alive.
Being complacent to being interested and feeling an urgency to learn (become familiar) and act (beginning with small
steps)
My way of thinking in using/implementing GSPP in our programmes/service. It's not just a document but it's
representing GS value and charism.
I am being reminded on our position papers and to respond as globally.
My understanding on the these and my attitude towards issues
My thinking has changed towards mission
Study Congregational papers together is important
I feel I have to start with myself the change I want to see. All the position papers very rich and deep. I will implement
especially 3 of them ,Trafficking, girl chiil and Integral Ecology
to Take action ,put on practice.
As a result it shift to me as ego to eco. Change should start from me.
Had more courage to really work for the mission specially for the 6 priority issues, knowing I am part of the whole
team/group/region.
I was so happy about our good Shepherd family. how it members think about the mission and contributing for its
growth. it always game me a space to reflect on myself and about my province.
To take care of the earth and its creation and not take anything for granted
Better understanding, conviction, need to share with others at local level
To be dare to live out the Good Shepherd charism and mission in my daily live and mission.
Greater understanding on the position papers, there is a lot of clarity and conviction on my stand on these.
Self awareness, courage to take a new step, walk the talk and ego to echo, care for the common home, find justice in
all our action, self internal policy, increase of passion for GS mission and best communication with other Region
through break out groups, respecting the others views and ideas.

What can you do differently in your program / project as a result of attending the webinars on the GS
Position Papers?
Make the Position papers known more
Integrate more
Be more inclusive, open hearted, willing to make decisions based on values
Be creative and zealous
Revisiting programs on how responsive they are; need for intensifying networking
Bringing justice in all level
Integration of PP into all our work.
Impart this knowledge in our area
in my own life to become super-conscious of the whole ecosystem.
To ensure that it is relevant
EDUCATE, ADVOCATE, ACT
Work with my colleagues and community to implement programs related to 6 position papers.
act justly and fairly with oneself, others and whole creation
Networking
Connecting work with others.
Redesign the programs according to the needs and be right based approach (ego to eco)
to consciously be aware our our congregational priorities and include it in our programs and projects
Think differently and act locally and respond to the needs of the current situation
Better planning and implementation of interventions...
Consistently evaluate and fill gaps to be more rights based approach
Will try to apply them in the planning process
Be intentional in incorporating the stance of our PP as an integral part of our programme development
Be more focused. Set a direction/objective and stick to it.
To be more practical and use right based approach
Review existing program services and guide directions to transition from needs based to rights based
approaches......Lay mission partners, program participants and partner organizations whom w E network with
review and evaluate our programme
Awareness
Ecological awareness
Stop, reflect and act - what is GS positions calling me?
Go in line with position paper
Re-evaluate prog and re-position prog/projects
Revisit and review our approach in the programmes; are we rights-based? are we able to contribute at a more
systemic level and not just in our own backyards ; what are the next steps?
Right base approach in every level

I will integrated all the position papers in the program
greater confidence in responding to issues of Justice and peace
Share as much as I can to the community, staff and participant of our programs, walk the talk, and continue
connecting with other GS people for the advancement of our GSPP
Walk the talk
More conscious in what I am doing and encourage others too
Implements at our unit strategic planning and make sure every important things of GS Position Pepper added into
stratplann
Inspired to work more to share our positions with mission partners and learn human rights.
Live it and share to others beyond congregation
We make do probably waste plastic
Make a change starting with me
Listen more
When preparing a proposal I will revisit the positions papers concerned.
Start in my own small ways what i should do.
Modifying the program to suit the position's papers
To ensure all my works and activities are in line with our position papers
Right based approach in the programmes, Create awareness and include men to bring equal opportunity to women
and girls and invite all care for the common home
As a result of attending these webinars I am impelled to change my way of thinking towards different approaches.
Focus on the ministry which relates to 6 Positions and pay attention to right based approach in the ministry; care to
the earth as well
Share more with staff, colleagues etc about the existence of these documents
We will review our programs: Formation program, School Programs and other program in ministries especially on
Integral Ecology.
Be intentional in including the PP's beginning with Integral Ecology in orientating and education of the systemic
change that is needed in our world through our programs and schools.
Use GSPP as an approach system in the ministry
To apply in our daily what we can practice most.
Can analyse the context and apply the position to our context
Target people before take any decision
Develop our program. Move from Charity based to Rights based
Create awareness among the staff and beneficiaries
sharing awareness to our people and to do practice for myself.
Through Empowering women and children to active participate in our ground level for right based approach.
To give more priority on the integral ecology, because for the past years focus were given to issues on girls, women
and justice and less on ecology. But with these webinars on PP, I have understood the interconnectedness of them
all. thank you for the opportunity to be part of this
intergrating the stands of GS TO OUR MINISTRIES AND TO EMPOWER THE MISSION PARTNERS.
Read more and understand deeply to share with others and collaborate in working towards justice
I will find ways and means to put into practice in our program and project the position papers.
more zealuosly doing the mission
Bringing awareness to our approach to the program participants and initiate and strengthen the rights based
approach in the ministries.
Encourage the women and girls more for the better search ..., help them towards the right based approach,
empowerment and enjoy their own rights, walk an extra mile with them, share the position papers' essence with the
targeted women, girls, bring more awareness about the care for the common home - consumption of natural
resources, recycling, plantation and inculcate the value of integral ecology to children at the shelter home and
villages.

Where do you need input or help?
CREATING A GOOD SHEPHERD ASIA PACIFIC HUB TO MOVE
Practical experience
Strategies to apply
Climate clock
Economic social justice and integral ecology
Is there an existing evaluation or assessment mechanism that the congregation is using? maybe it can be shared and
we can localize it for the use of our province. tthanks
Do more research on rights based approach in the context of my own country.
Not so much of input but for me to further deepened what we gain and to use these resources in the mission
Prostitution of women
A bit more depth of understand in integral ecology to enable me to connect the dots on the ground
We need to contextualize within our own context
Crafting restructuring of our program services
Practical tips for Ecology
Implementation process
I felt actually just on the tip of finger to click on all the different link have to do with GS PP
The mapping on the concern to be evaluated.
How to influence others to take the same position
Some more modules on the 6 PP to be shared

How to use Problem tree approach to look into the root courses and address the issues
I need to view the webinars via u tube which I missed out.
Listen again the 6 positions.
United Nations papers on Laws on Women
We need to do more best practice in all level
To implement in my own mission areas a change in the young children whom I serve.
I will look for youtube on the position paper that I missed.
From the discussion and the results of the papers. more complicated one - go to experts.
For better understanding of the implementation of this right based approach in all the programs
Input on Including rights based approach in the programmes
I need to be educated to evaluate our programmes with regard to the rights based approach.
Human Trafficking
More inputs On Right Base Approach
My own commitment to do it - there are many resources - teams or groups that will come together (openness of each
of us to gather
To be aware and respond global issues.
To have collaboration with government and establish a positive relationships
to care for common home.
Advocacy for the right of the girl child.
Maybe if we could have copies of all webinars to go back to and also share with other members of the team who were
not able to join, so we can learn as a team. Thank you
May be to work together as a AP
Justice manual of Sr. Clare Nolan for formation
May be we need to come up with some common program at AP level
Through webinar or special discussion for the whole of my team
To strategically work towards the prevention and protection of women and children from trafficking - to have
concerted efforts and collective working.
Bring out some important points from the position papers as the best practices for GS mission( Project
Implementation)

Other comments
Thanks for a ll the very good work. Much appreciated
A brilliant journey over the last 6 months of education and advocating. Thank you Theresa and Winifred for your
wisdom and foresight!
Great webinars for GS Sisters
Thank you Theresa, for your initiative and inspiration. You are a source of energy for GS.
look for few for informative sessions
many thanks for very valuable input.
Thank you for all the work that you have done.
KEEP THE SPIRIT GOING--- WAITING FOR MORE
Highly motivated
Thank you very much. Very well organized.
Thank you
Looking forward to the next webinars and well done to the organisers.
Million thanks for these initiative...for all the webinars and conversations and reflections. We are together as we risk
for mission.
This journey has made me understand a lot of things about the GS mission.
Well done, please include many sisters. so that in future many will get the chance to interact and share the ideas. We
can be interconnected and feel inclusiveness in the province
Excellent effort. Just wondering just as we did for the girl-child can we have specific advocacy events for the other PPs

Very fruitful webniars and thanks to all
Well done very enriching and fruitful session
Thank you all! 💛 🧡 💛
We need more of this conversation
It was wonderful journey. I will be looking and reviewing upon the position papers during program development and
project implementation.
Thanks so much
Thank you; the webinars have been super helpful
Thank you Theresa for the great webinar.
We are enriched and we are in position to implement Right Based Approach
Having the links make it easy for reviewing and listening in again as well as sharing with others, Thank you
it was a great experience of learning. Big big thanks to all of you, theresa and the others
Thank you organizing
Thank you so much Theresa
Well done
Thank you very much! The webinars really encouraging, inspiring and enriching
Thank you
Thanks to one and all. Well don thresa
Very proud of the work done by AP
Very enriching sharing and resources
Well done very enriching
Thanks a lot for the sessions. Very enriching. May God bless you all
Thank you for your commitment not just to present the PP but to also look at the ways these could be implemented
and concretized
M very excited about the paper on the 30th of November. A very relevant issue for now and we need to at least know
the conflicts and challenges that await us.
Thank you so much for all the efforts. I feel the need to have the policies in Integral Ecology in Asia Pacific and in the
Province
Tank you all for this wonderful opportunity
Thank you very much for making the Position Paper Alive
It was really an eye opener for me. I was aware of the position papers . But I did not know how to go about it . Now I
understand better and I will try to do whatever I can starting with myself and my ministry.
Excellent
These sessions are really amazing. personally influence me to move with the current situation.
It was an eyeopener for me to understand deeply the position papers .Thank you very much for the awareness
brought in all of us
We need to include a paragraph on our potion when we write proposals to our donor.
Thanks for every efforts you have done to make GSPP alive in thee webinar series. GBU
Thanks a million to Theresa and Winifred for your commitment in making known the position papers across the
congregation. You calls to commit ourselves to the same.
Cry of the poor ....Cry of the Earth. It is very deeply touched and this is the Reality.

